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MESSAGE.

ENTHUSIASM AND DETERMINATION
are two necessary endowments that are needed
by anybody who resolv es to master th e guitar.
Without any of these qualities no success is possible. I have heard only too often that a certain guitarist
likes our instrument most passionately , but, alas, he is lacking spare time for exercising. Well,
circumstances are only as strong as a man is weak : determination to FIND the time can help
a lot. Very early mornings, for instance, are incomparably better than late evenings : the
muscl es of the hands are fresh, the whole body is not tir ed, and sounds of music are more
perceptible. "But, what about "poor neighbours ," one may ask ? Here, again determination
to find a suitable room or pla ce for exercising can solve this problem, as well. I would not
insist that in all cases, without exception, determination can conquer all adverse circumstances,
I only suggest that, not rarely, lack of determination makes our difficulties appear . more to
dominat e our free will, than in reality.
Why not choose, as our NEW YEAR resolution,
determination as our guiding policy.
A very happy New Year to all our readers!
B. PEROTT.

REPORT

FROM THE SECRETARY
Miss J. Vollers
After a delightful holiday I was glad to be back
for the October meeting and would like to thank
Mr. Freeman for having so kindly taken over
my duties in my absence.
At a committee meeting held on Nov. 7th the
Julian Bream Fund came up for disc1:1s
sion. and
an advisory committee was formed to 111ve
st 1gate
the possibilities for furthering Julian Bream's
musical career.
At a meeting which Mr. Bream, Julian and I
had with Senor Segovia, it was stressed by Senor
. Segovia that Julian should c?ntin~e his mu~i_cal
studies at some school of music besides prachsmg
the guitar.
.
.
I would like here to express my grateful appreciation to Senor Segovia for the interest h e continues
to show in our Society and in Julian Bream.
No doubt members who -have contributed to
the Fund will like to know that the mon ey doesn't
lie. fallow and I hope others will be int erested
and become contributors .
The years ahead will be vital in making Julian
Bream the great artist which all his friends in the
Society would iike him to become and of which
he has shown the promise.
P.S.G. 20th ANNIVERSARY
As early as possible in the ~e": Year'. 19_49,the
Philharmonic Society of Gmtansts will issue a
Special Illustrated Boo kl~t in comm_emoration
of the 20th Anniversary of its foundat10n.
Further particulars of this will be given in due
course.
TERMS OF P .S.G. MEBERSHIP
Membership Subscription (12 months)
.. .
Library Subscription for P.S.G. members
only (12 months)
.
.
Library Catalogue (from the L1branan) .. .
THE '' JULIAN BREAM ''
2nd ListPreviously acknowledged
Terry Usher, Esq ....
F. W. Highatt, Esq.
Mrs. Victoria de Bray
Mrs. D·. E. Gow
Miss Lorna B. Hales _
Miss M. Hamilton ...
Total to date

10/-

FUND
£ s.
60 6
l 1
1 0
12
10

5/-

1/-

d.

1 0
10

0
0
0
6
0
0
0

64 19

6

The Hon. Treasurer, Mr. P. A. Middleton,
2 The Lees, Shirley, Surrey, will be pleased to
receive further donations for the Fund, which we
hope will reach three figures.

PRESS-DATE OF P.S.G. BULLETIN No. 21
January 10th, 1949, is the last day by which all
nformation and reports should reach the Editor :Wilfrid M. Appleby, 47 Clarence Street,
Cheltenham, Glos., England.

SEGOVIA

IN

MANCHESTER.

Segovia visited Manchester on the 26th and
27th October at the invitation of the Halle
Concerts Society, to play the Castelnuovo-Tedesco
Concerto with the Halle Orchestra, und er its
conductor John Barbirolli. Segov ia also played
a group of solos.
Segovia's playing has been reviewed so often,
that there is very little left to say about it. The
standard of playing and musicianship is always
imp eccable , and it is left to the critic only to
comment upon Segovia's interpretation.
This
I did in a recent issue of the Bulletin, on the
occasion of the Bradford concert, and it would be
superfluous to repeat the comments in the prese1:t
case. So I shall say only that the Concerto 1s
played with a small group of strings, wood wind
and brass, and is strictly speaking a chamber
work rather than a concerto : the orchestra is
an extended chamber group, and although in the
hands of Segovia the work was quite adequate,
I still feel-and my view is shared by Mr. Duartethat the work would have been more enjoyable
in a hall seating not more than 500 persons,
instead of in the Albert Hall with its capacity of
2,000. The Concerto is a delightful work, of a
light and graceful character with touches of
0 entle
hum our, written with effort less ease and
~vholly suited to the guitar as its medium of
expression . Why cannot we have a recordmg of
this work, played by Segovia with the Halle ?
Rather than the works played, readers of the
Bulletin may find other facets of his visit of
greater interest. For instance, his two concerts
with the Halle Orchestra were booked " to
capacity" and an avalanche of requests for seats
descended upon the Halle Society by _letter,
telegram and 'phone. ' · Easily the most popular
concerts of the season, so tar as we can tell at
present '' said an official of the Society. At the
concert itself, the reactions of the audience were
interesting : the attitude of interested semiscepticism on the part of some of the " regulars "
soon gave place to admiration and eventually to
complete conversion, expressed in the tremendous
applause which brought Segovia back again and
again until he consented to give an encore . It
was fascinating to watch John Barbirolli's face
during Segovia's solos : that expressive countenance, familiar to music-lovers the world over,
reacted to every mood of Segovia's playing, and
Barb irolli's fove of the guitar, known to his
assoc iate s, showed itself in his expression of deep
satisfaction.
As for the members of the Halle
Orchestra who remained on the platform whilst
Segovia played, one saw them craning their necks
to see how the te chnical miracles were performed,
as if they could not trust to their ears alone. If
anything, the warmth of foe applause was greater
from the orchestra than from the audience !
So much for the concerts. But for our members
Terry Usher and Jack Duarte the "high spots"
,, ere their dinner with Segovia, kindly arranged
at the invitation of th e Halle Society, and their
hours wi1.h Segovia at his hotel, where they were
privileged to hear Segovia go through his practice
routine and watch him rehearse the Concerto.
They now .know why Segovia's techniqu e is

practically flawless on the most difficult of the
whole family of stringed instruments.
It is
because in private, Segovia sets himself exacting
tasks which he would not attempt in public.
Thus, in public, he plays always within his powers,
.and well within them. Here is a lesson for us
all-to play flawlessly and with fullest interpretation, works well within our capacity, rather
ihan struggle through difficult works in public.
~

TERRY

VICTORIA

KINGSLEY

USHER·

RECITAL

Miss Kingsley, at her second recital at · the
·Cowdray Hall on October 13th, divided her
programm e into three sections:
Gaelic songs
(unaccompanied), Finnish songs and Latin American songs ; the last two groups being accompanied
by the guitar.
The austerity of an unaccompanied vocal line
is a courageous thing to present in a formal
-concert but Miss Kings ley's sincere and concentrated singing of these . Gaelic songs is a real
pleasure to experience.
Of the Finnish songs, given with simple guitar
accompaniments, I would pick out" Dark Woods"
and also "The Prisoner's Song."
The last group, from the guitarists' point of
view, was inevitably the most attractive.
Miss
Kingsley uses her guitar both rasgueado and
punteado to produce just the right amount of
background to her accomplished singing of the
melodies. The variety of rhyihm in tD,ese South
American songs finds its natural support in the
exciting ingenuities of the rasgueado and, in those
songs where rasgueado is not used, as in the
impressive " De Blanca Tierra," the steady
counterpo int of single notes on the guitar against
the voice produces an effect of which Miss Kingsley
can justly be proud. This group of songs, in spite
of their variety, showed their connection with
Spanish Flamenco by being preponderantly in
triple time. Songs of note were the two by
Yupanqui, the great Argentine guitarist and
singer, the traditional
Bolivian " De Blanca
Tierra" already mentioned, and the Kukumby de
Brazil " Virgem do Rosario."
The getting together of a programme as varied
as this represents an enormous amount of hard
work and Miss Kingsley showed herself a true
artist both in the choice of material and in th e
accomplished ease with which she handles the
variety of songs at her disposal.
DERIC

SEGOVIA'S

KENNARD.

WIG MORE HALL RECITAL

On November 2nd Segovia gave a successful
recital at Wigmore Hall, London, in which he
played Four Pavanes by Luis Milan, Air with
Variations by Frescobaldi, Siciliana by C. Ph. Em.
Bach, Sonata (D. Scarlatti) and Gigue (Weiss).
The second part of the programme was devoted to
Bach's Suite for Lute consisting of seven pieces.
The final section included works dedicated to
Segovia by Crespo, Tansman and Ponce and concluded with Tonadilla (Granados) and Leyende
(Albeniz).
·

RECI'.fAL BY BULENT NISANCIOGLU
There was an appreciative audience at the Royal
Well Centre, Cheltenham, on Saturday afternoon,
October 30th, to hear a guitar recital by Mr. Nisancioglu of Istanbul (Turkey) and Birmingham
niversity. The programme was as follows:Six Pieces (Minuet, Bounfo, Minuet
Robert de Visee
Saraband, Gavotte, Minuet)
arr. N. Coste
Prelude
J. S. Bach-Segovia
Air
Handel-Segovia
Minuet
•
F. Sor
Study B Minor
F . Sor
Elegie
Massenet-Juan
Pastor
n ~ .L:1~::~ nc~:o..~;.z:-..

:!:;::;.:ilicru~jo

INTERVAL
Romane!;!
Serenata Espanola
Leyenda
Danza Lenta
Feste Lariane
Soleares

Daniel Fortea
Malats-S . Garcia
Fortea
I. Albeniz-S. Garcia
Fortea
Chavarri
Mozzani
Dand Fortea

In response to applause the guitarist played
encore items at the end of each section of the
programme. The recital was organised by
Cheltenham Guitar Circle (P.S.G. Branch) whose
President, Mr. L. T. Bridell, introduced the
soloist. Mr. Wilfrid M. Appleby compered the
programme and gave a short introductory talk
about the guitar.
Mr. Nisancioglu was born in 1925 and commenced the study of th e guitar at the age of 16.
He was fortunate in having such a competent
teacher as Professor Andre Paleologo, the wellknown Greek guitarist, who has lived in Istanbul
for many years. Although Mr. Nisancioglu has
played solos at London and branch m·eetings of
P.S.G., this was his first recital and he is to be
congratulated on its success. A good report of it
appeared in the .Gloucestershir~ Echo.

JULIAN BREAM
Julian Bream played guitar solos at an organ
recital by Leonard PriestleY. at St. Cuthbert's
Church, London S.W., on November 19th.
BRITISH RADIO
Jean Fuller was the special " new artist " in
" Variety Bandbox " on October 10th. It came
rather as a shock to some guitarists to find our
instrument in such a programme where one is
accustomed to hear" novelty instruments." However, it must be admitte_d that many famous
musicians have appeared in variety programmes,
and that Jean Fuller's Torres guitar was heard by
a much larger list ening audience than that of his
" Third Programme " broadcast on the following
Thursday.
The solos played in the Sunday programme we.re D minor frelude by Bach, a Spanish
Dance and a Mexican Song .
In the "Th ird Programme," Serenade, on October 14th, Jean Fuller was evidently much more in
his element. He gave brilliant renderings of the
Mozart-Sor variations, " Granada" (Albeniz) and
"Recucrdos de la Alhambra" (Tarrega).
Jean Fuller also appeared in a Television Programme on October S0th with Ana Ricarda
(dancer), Amparito Feris (singer) and Roger
Machado (pianist). The pro gramme was "Espana"
and the Spanish Ambassador \vas present during

the broadcast. (Dr. Perott arranged for Jean
Fuller and Julian Bream to meet at his home and
they have become very good friends).
Andres Segovia broadcast an interesting programme on the London Regional wavelength on
Sunday, October 31st. He played Aria by
Handel, Gavotte by A. Scarlatti, Minuet by Haydn,
a Peruvian Melody, Danza ill E (Granados) and
Torre Bermeja (Albeniz).
.
An outstanding broadcast of lute playing was
given by Fritz Worsching on Octobh 17th in the
B.B.C. Third Programme. It included Dowland's
"Echo Fantasia," • a -Pavane and songs by Luis
Milan, Suite by R. de Visee, etc. Although this
music was originally written for tM lute, this
instrument sounded colourless compared with
the guitar .
A twenty-minute recital of Songs to the Guitar
by Victoria Kingsley was given in the Children's
Hour Programme on November 17th.
" SARABAND FOR DEAD LOVERS "
This historical film makes as good use of music
as it does of colour for heightening the interest of
its romantic story. Alan Rawsthorne, who composed the music, courageously uses " plucked
string tone," but for restrained beauty of sound
the Saraband played as a guitar solo is an unexpected delight. (It occurs after the incident of
the two children reciting birthday greetings to
their father). This Saraband was played by Julian
Bream, though he does not appear on the screen.
The Music Circle of the Linguists' Club, 20
Grosvenor Place, London W., is to hear a recital
by Julian Bream on Dec ember 14th at 8.15 p.m.
Mr. David Caplan will give a short introduction
and commentary.

( .

VARNISH
Ther e are nearly as many varnish recipes as
there are · " old wives' '' tales concerning varnishes
and their magical effects ; it would, in fact, take
a whole text-book to attempt to deal with them
all-but it is doubtful whether it would be a great
deal of use to us. Traditions die hard, and that
of the lost, secret and wonderful varnish is far from
dead yet. It is th e object of the very brief article,
to help to disperse these esoteric mists with the
warmth of a few facts.
Without concerning ourselves as to the actual
composition of a varnish, let us outline briefly,
the main reasons for using one at all, instead of
leaving the often not unbeautiful wooden surface
in its virgin state. Summarising, and at risk of
omissions :1. Protection.
2. Decoration.
Protection, is obviously the more importantprotection of the guitar, that is. Varnish improves
the resistance of the wooden surface to mechanical
damage (guitars are not normally made of hard
woods), prevents the intrusion of. moisture,
which deadens the tone of the instrument, and
assists in resisting the attack of bacterial growths
or insects. In short, the varnish protects the
guitar from deterioration, both short and longterm.

Decoration is a· comparative side-issue and is
not strictly the prime reason for the application
of varnish, in spite of the beauty of the effects
obtainable.
To make our next step we must call in the
assistance of the physicist. _Extensive and interesting experiments have been made by scientists
into the behaviour of violins old and new, and
although the writer knows of no important pub,.J.ishedwork in connection with the guitar, the basic
principles involved are exactly the same. The
volume of sound produced by a violin depends
primarily upon the pressure of the bow on the
strings (just as 'with the guitar it is controlled by
the force of plucking), and scientists have investigated the volume of sound produced by many
violins over the whole of their frequency range
(gamut), using a mechanical bowing device which
can reproduce bowing pressures exactly. They
found that no violin responds evenly over tis
whole range, but that each speaks more easily on
certain frequencies (notes) or ranges of frequency.
By plotting these volumes of sound produced by
constant bowing pressure against pitch 'of note
played (frequency), a graph is produced which
looks like a cross-section of the Himalayas-only
more so.
Careful investigation has shown that these peaks
in the curve, that is places where the instrument
responds readily, are all traceable to the vibration
of certain parts or combinations of parts of the
instrument in sympathy with the notes in question,
the latter being reinforced thereby ; Scientists
call these regions of resonance . There is a wealth
of only mildly technical and fascinating reading
for the interested musician in the writings of
Helmholtz, Wood, Jeans and others, but it will
suffice here to say that by this technique it is
possible to examine violins (and, presumably,
guitars), to analyse their tones, and ease of response
and to say which, on the whole, are better and
which inferior. This has been done with many
famous instruments, and it has been proved that
numerous modern copies of high quality are the
equal and often better than many Strads, Cremonas, etc. Further tests with large numbers of
. cultured and expert list eners have also proved
beyond doubt that when the listener does not know
beforehand which is which, he cannot tell with any
certainty which is a Strad and which is the copy.
To return to our subject, violins have been
examined by this means both before and after
varnishing, and the response curves are substantially unaltered except that the peaks tend to be
flatter. In plain words this means that the only
effect of the varnish is to even the response of the
instrument over its whole range, and remove a
tiny amount of brilliance in certain registers by
"' putting the brake on '' outstanding resonance
vibrations which are due to the varnished parts of
the body. This, it will be noted, adds nothing , to
the instrument.
There is no scientific evide nce
(an ounce of which proves far more than the
assertions of all the " experts " and " connoisseurs" in Christendom), that varnish has any
significant effect other than those now described
above.
In conclusion, let us summarise what a varnish
will do, will not do, and form some impressions.

A varnish willI. Enhance the appearance of the instrument.
2. Protect it from some damage, moisture, and
attacks of bacteria and insects.
-3. By excluding these extraneous agencies it
assists the wood to " settle " and age in its
own way, and minimises the effects of atmospheric changes on the tone and dimensions of
the instrument.
4. As the varnish ages (providing it is an oil-type)
it will continue to improve in these respects,
but after many years the danger arises of
" crazing," with consequent loss of effect to
some degree.
5. A good varnish will do these things without
seriously affecting the tone or response of the
instrument.
A varnish will notI. Improve the tone .
2. Improve the ease of playing.
3. Make a good guitar into a better one, or a bad
one into a good one.
The most we can expect of a varnish is that it
will do the advantageous things without hampering
the free functions of the guitar body to any serious
effect ; some of the coats of coach varnish which
we have seen inflicted on harmless guitars do not
fulfil this expectation.
Varnishes have so far been mainly of the dryingoil type and based on natural resins. Science has,
however, given us many synthetic resins which
are far superior to the natural ones in every
respect, and these will almost certainly break
through the stubbornness of conservatism in time .
Cellulosic lacquers have for years now been applied
to plectrum guitars, and are easily adaptable to
the requirements of the Spanish instrument. Other
synthetics, for instance the Vinyl type, are vastly
superior to cellulose derivatives, and if applied by
progressive manufacturers should prove of the
greatest benefit to everyone; their only drawback
(apart from cost) is the prejudice ' they provoke.
J. W. DUARTE.
B.Sc., A.R.I.C ., A.M.C.T .

THE GUITAR IN BRITAIN
Birmingham Branch of P .S.G.
The meeting on November 6th was yery successful. Many students were present, among them two
Portuguese, and they evidently liked the guitar
very much.
•
The items played included:
Mr. B. Nisancioglu
Mr. P. Freeman
Mr. R. W. Weston

Scherzo
Serafino
Dialogando
Fortea
Adagio con dolore
Mertz
Minuet from the Suite by Terry Usher
Air (Rinaldo)
Handel arr. Weston
Gavotte
Handel arr. Weston
Allemande
·
Bach

Cheltenham Guitar Circle
Next meetings will be held on Saturdays, Jan.
1st and 29th, 1949, at Royal Well Centre, 2.30 to
4 p.m. P .S.G. members would be welcomed. If
possible, intending visitors · should inform the
Secretary .
Dublin Branch of P .S .G.
.
The first i;neeting of the Dublin Branch of P .S.G.
was held on Friday, October 29th. A most enjoyable evening was spent and items rendered by

various members included : Corrente, Gigu~,
Minuet (Chilesotti), Pieces anciennes du 'XVII
siecle (de Viseo), Piece de Salon (Paganini), Study
(Carcassi), Capricho Arabe (Tarrega) and Tp.eme
and Variations (Sor-Mozart). Gramophone recor<ls
by Segovia and Vicente Gomez, including the
Weiss Suite, completed tbe evening. .. . ' : ·
It was agreed to hold meetings on the las,t
Friday of each month and those interested ~hould
get in touch with the Secretary, Mr. Sid~ey CarroJl
(address on front page).
Manchester
Terry Usher and Jack Duarte have been playini
guitar in the Katherine Dunham show " Carribean
Rhapsody '' at the Palace Theatre, . Manchester.
They have also been engaged by the Arts • Coun_cil
to do a series of lecture-recitals.
Merseyside
At the Circle meeting on October 9th, the Secretary, Mr. Maurice Ashurst, gave ·a talk and ·a
recital.
·
Mr. Ashurst also gave a recital on October 20th
to the Liverpool Spanish Circle, playing a varied
programme which included :
Prelude, Sarabande, Gavotte and Musette
Miniature Suite (dedicated to Mr. Ashurst)
Impromptu (dedicated to Mr. Ashurst)
Cuento Nostalgico and Nocturne
·
Fandanguillo
Serena ta

Bach

J. Duarte

T . Usher
Bensadon
Turina.
Malats

The audience demanded several encore items. Teachers of the Guitar
As interest in the classic guitar is growing and
enquiries about teachers are often received, it would
be useful to compile a list of those members who
are willing to give instruction. As well as: professional teachers, the list could include those-who are
willing to give lessons or advice to beginners in
their locality by arrangement . All names a11El
addresses for this list should reach the .~ditor oy
January 8th, 1949. Remarks such as 'Elementary',
'Advanced', etc., should be included, but no other
details can be printed.
·
- ··

Federation Rally
The 12th Rally and Musical Festival of the
British Federation of Banjoists, Mandolinists and
Guitarists (Southern Section) willbe held at the
Central Hall, Westminster on Saturday, March
12th, 1949, from 2 p.m . to 10_p .m.
The special contest for Guitar solo (Classic
Spanish Guitar) is No. 3 (Federation Cup). Any
piece of music published for the instrument may be
played . Guitarists may also enter for No. 10
(Duets), No. 11 (Trios),. and No. 12 (Quartettes oi:
Quintettes). Juveniles (under 14) may enter
No. 1 contest with a guitar solo. Entries must be
in by January 29th, 1949. There is also a contest
for composition which can be won with a piece
for the guitar. Entries for this must reach the
Secretary by January 8th, 1949, and the entry fe~
is 5/-.
Further particulars from the Hon. Secretary,
Mr. G. H. Sagrott, 7 Colne Road, London E.5.
U.C.I.
Members wishing to join Unione Chitarristica
Internazionale may pay their subscriptions through
J)r. Perott.

OVERSEAS

NEWS

Austria
Ernst Zelezny gav.e a recital in the SchubertSaal, Vienna on October 12th. He played Praludium, Andante and Romanze (Diabelli), D, E aud
F studies (Sor), Sonata Romantica
(Ponce),
Prelude (Tarrega), Romanze (A. Bioto), Nostalgie
(B. Terzi) and Serenata Espagnole (Albeniz).
Karl Scheit sent Special Greetings to P.S.G. by
a Viennese lady who called on' Dr. Perott.
Brazil
Abel Fleury, the distinguished Argentine concertguitarist and composer recently visited Brazil to
study the music of that land. He spent several
weeks at Sao Paulo, much to the delight of the
guitarists of that city for he is a guitarist with
great experience and sound technique, always
ready to impart knowledge and help the student
of the guitar. Naturally he was invited to give
recitals and broadcasts, but it was found that as he
had entered Brazil as a tourist the law prevented
him from giving concerts. However, the guitarists
of Sao Paulo led by Professor Savio and the music
publisher Del Vecchio, succeeded in making
arrangements by which Senor Fleury was permitted to give two recitals and four broadcasts.
This was a real victory for the guitar, won by the
practical enthusiasm and co-ope_ration of the
guitarists of Sao Paulo. Senor Fleury .:as introduced to the audiences by Senhor Manuel Sao
Marcos, a keen devotee of the guitar
Finland
P.S.G. now has a representative in Finland.
Mr. J. I. Putilin was born in 1909 and studied at
the Helsingfors Conservatory and Musical Academy
(founded by Sibelius). He plays contra-bass in
the Helsingfors Symphonie Radio Orchestra, but
has also broadcast guitar solos.
France
The French composer Pierre Arvay is writing
a concerto for guitar and orchestra especially for .
Jean Fuller.
Jean Fuller is to broadcast every last Thursday
of the month, between 7.30 and 8 p.m., also on
November 29th from 10.30 to 10.45 p.m. on the
National chain of radio stations.
Holland
The following letter has been received from
Mr. A. den Boesterd, Secretary of the Society of
the Guitar" Constantyn Huygens," Torenlaan 38,
Laren, N.H. :"Weare very much honoured that' Constantyn
Huygens' is included in your list of Fraternal ,
Societies of the P.S.G. We hope to consolidate
our fraternity by supporting and enlightening each
other for the prosperity of our mutual love of .the
Guitar."
The membership of the new Society is growing
rapidly. Senor Segovia and Madame Ida Presti
have consented to become Honorary Members . .
Colonel Koevoets (well-known to our members) is
alsq .co-operating.
Meetings are planned to be
held in The Hague, Amsterdam, Alkmaar and
Hilversum, and it is hoped to issue the first
Bulletin soon.
In the name of the Society, Ries de Hilster, the
President, sends to all members of P.S.G. and its '
branches Best Wishes for a Merry ·Xmas and a
Happy New Year.
t'J.UNTEO

Segovia's visit to Holland wrth its recitals and
broadcasts was a great success. This was closely
followed by Ida Presti's recital in the Concertgebouw, Amsterdam.
She had very _ good press
reports and left an unforgettable impression. She
is a great artist and possesses a wonderful technique. Some recordings were made which will be
broadcast from Hilversum (310m.) on pecember
12th at 5.20 p.m.

Mexico
There ·has been formed a society called " Sociedad Musical Manuel'M. Ponce," which plans to pive
a series of concerts of the works o{ this famous
composer.
·
Eduardo -Vazquez Pena has given successful
recitals in Morelia, Guadalajara and other Mexican
towns. His repertoire includes compositions by
Sor and other classical composers, Tarrega, Llobet ;
Ponce, Guillermo Gomez and transcriptions
of
Granados and Albeniz. He is a member of La
Sociedad de Amigos de la Guitarra which sends
cordial and affectionate greetings to the Philharmonic Society of Guitarists.
We heartily
reciprocate.
·
Portugal
Emilio · Pujol played guitar solos by Luys de
Narvaez and accompanied the flute in ancient
Christmas Carols at a Concert arranged in celebration of the Cervantes Centenary at the National
C_onservatoire, Lisbon. ·
Spain
The recently-founded Corunna Municipal orchestra ma~e its first _appearance in a concert which
included Joaquin Rodrigo's "Concierto de Aran- _
juez"
for guitar __and orchestra. The guitar:
soloist ~as Narciso Garcia Yepes.
Switzerland ·
The guitarist Jean Borredon accompanied the
Swiss dancer Suzanne 'J\ndeoud · and the Spanish
ballet master Jose Udaeta in a successful recital of
Spariisb dances at the Kleiner Tonhallesaal in
Zurich.

U.S.A.
Two new guitar societies have been found~El.in
1).S.A. One of them is in .the city of St. Louis,
Mo., where the moving spirit is Mr. A. C..R:oskius.
Mr. Ho~kins was formerly a member of the Board •
of Directors of the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra.
He was for many years a friend of the late William
Foden and now owns the manuscripts and guitars
of that famous American guitarist.
_
The other society is in Providence, Rhode Island ;·
where " The Guit_ar Guild" has just been formed .
as an "organisation devoted to the Classic Guitar."
At its first Official meeting on October 23rd, .1948,
the following officers were elected :
President : Hibbard A. Perry.
Vice-President : Ralph W. Burke.
Secretary : Katherine C. Perry.
· ,.
Treasurer:
Joseph Braga.
Mr. Perry is a teacher of t~e guitar and other,
fretted instruments.
Members of the Guitar
Guild would be glad to hear from guitarists on .
' this side of the ocean.' The address is 23 Aborn
Street, Providence 3, Rhode Island; U.S.A.
P.S.G. sends cordial greetings to these new
societies and wishes them great success.
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MUSIC FOR THE GUITAR
Messrs. Schott & Co. Ltd ., 48 Great Marlborough Street, London, W.l, have added three
very welcome items to their "Series of Contemporary Music for the Spanish Guitar." They are
all compositions by R. Smith Brindle-Borsia member of P.S.G.
l. N_octurne. This solo was played by Julian
Bream at one of his recitals and was dedicated
to him. It is an Adagio with modern harmonies
and varied rhythm.
2. Fuego Fatuo. A fascinating study which was
played by Mr. J. Duarte at a recent meeting of
Manchester Guitar Circle. It has been enthusiastically praised by the guitarists who have
seen it.
3. Danza Pagano. Like the "Fuego Fatuo,"
this solo contains strong rhythms and varied
effects, including some rasgueado. Both works
are dedicated to Andres Segovia.
The price of each item is 2/6. Both the composer and the publishers merit thanks and
congratulations in giving guitarists this music
in modern style.
Reginald Smith Brindle-Borsi has studied music
at the Universities of Wales and London and also
in Italy. His compositions for orchestra and
piano have been performed in Rome, Florence, etc.
He has always been interested in the guitar and
during the war carried one around S. Africa, Egypt,
and Italy. But his meeting with Professors
Gullino and Romolo Ferrari intensified · this
interest and he has already composed about 30
guitar solos.
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Good use of the tremolo is made by Eduardo A.
Bensadon in his '' _Cuen to Nostalgico '' published by Ricordi Americana, Buenos Aires,
Argentina.
W. L. Sahn & Co., of Amsterdam, Holland, have
published two works for guitar by John Martin.
l. " Suite 1945," for guitar solo.
2. '' Punteado Suite,'' for two guitars.

A list of 8 items of music for the guitar has been
received from Sen or Jose de Azpiazu, Mola 5,
Orate (Guipuzcoa), Spain. It ranges from Bach to
" Stormy Weather "-at
5 Pesetas each. The
arrangements are un,doubtedly the work of an
expert guitarist.

''March-Prelude,''
for guitar solo, by Wilfrid
M. Appleby, appears in the November issue of
B.M.G. (price 1/-) from Clifford Essex Music Co.,
8 New Compton Street, London, W.C.2.
The Editor has just seen the manuscript of a
composition for guitar solo by Terry Usher and
Jack Duarte with the title '' Epitaph for Manuel
It is in two parts (but without any
Ponce."
break) and based on the sentence " We mourn the
loss of a friend, but his music restores him to us."
We understand that this interesting work is to
appear in a future number of Guitar Review.

